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Even English language learners (ELLs) with strong English conversational skills cannot be assumed to
have fully developed the complex linguistic skillset needed to learn and articulate statistical concepts in
an academic setting. Members of our research team developed the Communication, Language And Statis-
tics Survey (CLASS) instrument to assess language-related issues faced when learning statistics. Informed
by research on Spanish-speaking ELLs (Lesser and Winsor, 2009; Lesser, 2011; Wagler and Lesser, 2011;
Lesser, Wagler, Esquinca and Valenzuela, revised paper under review; Wagler, Lesser and Gonzalez, in
preparation), the CLASS reveals differences between how ELLs and non-ELLs respond to particular teach-
ing practices, move between academic and everyday registers, and interpret context in statistics problems.
This research may identify factors and strategies that contribute to student learning (for ELLs and others),
and so create more effective and equitable educational opportunities. In addition to the CLASS research
findings, differential item analysis results are presented that reveal reliability and validity issues when us-
ing established statistics conceptual inventories on ELL populations. We will also share preliminary results
regarding the use of resource accommodations for ELLs.
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For further information, please contact Dr. Emil Schwab, eschwab@utep.edu
Refreshments will be served in front of the colloquium room,

15 minutes before the start of the colloquium.


